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Catch the Sewing Bug is designed for younger
hands working with adult ones. The book provides
simple, do-able, fun projects. Each project builds
upon skills learned in an earlier one, and by the
time the child finishes the book, she will have a good
grasp of sewing skills, and a lot of useful, fun things
she has made. It is amazing how much even the
youngest child, with a caring adult, a good machine,
and this book can do! 40 pages, 25 projects. $9.95

Sewing and Growing with Jesus - Devotions for
use with Catch the Sewing Bug. Jump start your
4 to 8 year old’s character training by interacting
through projects, Bible stories and memory verses,
devotions and songs. What a fun way to prepare
our little ones for life! $9.95

Learn to sew. From plugging in the sewing machine
to creating a pair of pajamas, Stitches & Pins,
guides the novice seamstress with clear, step-by-step
instructions. 14 projects come with patterns, girls
and misses, and are useful items the seamstress will
be proud to use, wear, or give. Projects focus on
mastering specific techniques and builds upon skills
learned. 72 pages plus 8 pattern sheets. $24.95

Sewing and Growing with God’s Word - Devotions
for use with Stitches & Pins. Teach your daughter
life lessons from the Bible as she learns sewing is
fun and easy, step-by-step. Sewing becomes a tool
for developing her character as you work together
to create projects while reflecting on parallel
concepts in God’s Word. Devotions, memorization,
and life applications created to go hand in hand
with each Stitches & Pins project, will help you
provide a strong foundation for your daughters life.
$9.95

Buckles & Bobbins, is replete with projects
arranged from elementary - a pillowcase and
laundry bag - to the more advanced - duffel bags,
back packs, cargo pants, and a reversible sports vest
that can be customized with pockets, linings, and
zippers. The step-by-step instructions and
illustrations clearly present the chosen technique,
with each project building upon techniques
previously introduced. Boys patterns included. 80
pages plus 4 pattern sheets. $24.95

Sewing and Growing with God’s Wisdom Devotions for use with Buckles & Bobbins, utilize
this fun devotional to bond with your son as he completes projects. The devotionals include memory
verses, words of wisdom and important life lessons.
Spiritual concepts come alive as they are experienced through fun projects!
devotion. $9.95

Pins & Needles continues what Stitches & Pins
started, delving into more difficult sewing
techniques like waistbands, zippers, and set-in
sleeves. There are sections on Polar Fleece,
Heirloom Sewing, Quilting and projects using the
Serger. In all, there are over 30 projects, something
to be stitched or quilted for every season of the year.
All the patterns, girls and misses sizes are included
in a handy pocket built into the back of the book.
80 pages. $24.95

Sewing and Growing with the Scriptures - A
devotional book to be used with Pins & Needles,
relating God’s word to sewing projects and
techniques. Coming soon. $9.95

Sewing and Growing with Beauty and Grace relates the projects and techniques in Pintucks &
Lace to character qualities of a Godly woman.
Coming soon. $9.95

Pintucks & Lace walks you through the challenges
of lace, applique, pintucks and other techniques
used in creating heirloom style clothing. And it
can be done in a fraction of the time that you would
expect it to take. The 24 projects, complete with
patterns, are designed to help you master new skills
and build confidence as you create your own
heirlooms. 96 pages. $24.95
Whether you have one child to teach or a classroom
full of students, you’ll find your investment in this
resource of great value. Every page in Sewing
Teacher Resources is completely reproducible, and
includes materials to help reinforce already learned
skills, build confidence, and make a teacher’s time
with students more productive. 54 pages. $16.95

Teaching
Sewing
with Biblical
Analagies
Coming
Soon

Teaching Sewing with Biblical Analogies - This
devotional is designed as a resource for
teachers. It will provide specific analogies for
sewing techniques, machine and serger, classroom
rules, quilting, tailoring and heirloom and much
more! Coming soon.

Sewing & Quilting Activity Pages
Sewing & Quilting Activity Pages - Fun filled
acticity book will keep you in stitches. Dot to dot,
coloring, mazes and word sewrches. Thirty-two
pages of puzzles as well as a copule of sewing
projects! Build a love of sewing and learn a few
skills along the way!! Ages 6-12. $9.95

18” Doll Patterns Coordinate with Sewing Books

Stitches & Pins
$12.95

Buckles & Bobbins
$12.95

Pins & Needles
$12.95

Pintucks & Lace
$12.95

Pattern Packs
“Let Freedom Ring,” is a patriotic pattern pack of
15 items the beginner can sew for outside picnics
and barbecues as well as inside kitchen and family
room decor. 48 pages includes project instructions,
detailed techniques and all the patterns to make the
projects. Perfect for Memorial Day, 4th of July,
9/11 and Veterans Day celebrations. These are
beginner level projects - all appliques are
completed with Heat ‘n Bond. Fun projects to show
and share your patriotism. $12.95

Thanksgiving “Stichin’ for the Kitchen” Pattern
Pack - A delightful fun pattern assortment to dress
up any kitchen this holiday season. With over ten
projects your sure to find the perfect accessory for
your home. Some included patterns are: place mats,
a pieced table runner, ideas for pot holders and
hand towels, lil’ pumpkin bib and turkey applique
apron! You will love these patterns! $12.95

“Little Buckaroo and More!”
Western Play Outfits - This set of patterns
includes a western vest, with decorative
variations, fringed chaps, fringed skirt,
purse and a wonderful stick horse in two
sizes. Items are embellished with conchos
and fringe, as well as western appliqués.
Designed to be sewn from suede or vinyl.
Includes patterns for children’s sizes S XL. Sure to be a winner with the imaginative little ones! $12.95

Thanksgiving Dress-Up Patterns”
Three easy patterns for children’s
Thanksgiving dress-up. $9.95

Sewing Patterns
Travel Games - An easy quilt pattern. Games include
Checkers, Tic-Tac-Toe, and Bean Bag Toss. Game pieces
and bean bag patterns included. These games all roll
up and tie, and fit into a handy tote to store them and
go with you. Make these up and you’ll keep the kids of
all ages entertained! Wonderful kid’s quilting projects.
$8.95

Quilting Patterns
Little Bag / Purse - This cute little 6” X 6” quilted
tote bag has a pinwheel design on the front. Great
beginning quilting project. Girls like to use it as a
purse or bag. Fully quilted and lined. $3.95

Polar Fleece Accessories - The patterns included in
“Polar Fleece Accessories” are a Cozy Snow Hat, a
Wrap Around Scarf, an Ear Warmer, and Comfy Mittens.
All patterns, instructions, technique information, and
tips and adjustments needed to make sewing with Polar
Fleece successful are included. These patterns can also
be found in our book Pins & Needles. $5.95

Southwestern Beauty - This 24” X 24” wall
hanging looks great in a country, north woods, or
southwestern themed room. Directions for using it
as a wall hanging or making it into a throw pillow
are included. $9.95

Money Keepers - This fun grouping consists of a
drawstring purse, a checkbook case, a tri-fold wallet
and a loose coin purse with velcro closure. These are all
very easy projects. Have fun stitching up a coordinating
fabric set! $5.95

Mary’s Star - This is a beautiful new quilting
design to add to the always popular star quilt
patterns. Our pattern makes up into a 36” by 36”
finished size, and is great as a quilted wall
hanging, small table cloth, or becomes a lovely
baby quilt pattern. $8.95

Lets Go Camping - A pattern for a cloth book that will
keep your child busy! Pages include learning activities for zipping, tying , counting buttoning, buckling,
color recognition and more. You’ll have as much fun
sewing this book as your child will have playing with
it! $ 9.95

“Fun Kid’s Aprons” - Pattern includes 6 fun and easy
aprons sized for Toddlers, 22” dolls and 18” dolls.
Each has been specifically designed for the cook, the
painter, coloring time, helping mommy with chores,
dad’s little worker, and a lacy apron to look pretty.
Easy to make...Fun to wear! $9.95

Arizona Beauty - This beautiful southwest themed
quilt can be made in 3 sizes, and includes
additional patterns for throw pillows, wall
hanging, dresser cover, and two pillowcase
variations! For intermediate and advanced
quilters. $9.95

Other Patterns
Hand Embroidery Sampler - Everything today
is embellished with embroidery! Learn 12 basic
stitches on this 12” by 17 1/2” sampler project,
which can be used as a wall hanging or as a doll
blanket. Learning these basic embroidery stitches
opens up a whole new world of creativity by
embellishing everything from tea towels to clothing
articles. You will find hand embroidery to be
relaxing, fun, creative, and is a project you can
take anywhere with you. $4.95
Teaching Sewing FAQ’s Answered - In this book
JoAnn answers from her experience, some of the
most commonly asked questions about teaching
sewing...where do I find students?...what is the best
age to begin children?...how long should the
sewing sessions be?...charging for classes?... and
much more! If you are thinking of teaching, either
your own child or a classroom, this will be a
valuable resource for you. “Tips for Teaching
Children to Sew” is also included. $4.95

